
 
Merit as a pride and joy, in substance 
A University College which fosters female talents, the Collegio Nuovo in Pavia, 
interacts with the business world and the main Italian networks committed to 
women’s advancement 
 
Scene: May 31, Pavia, in a world where you learn how to study and work as a team, in a merit-based 
University College recognized by the Ministry of University Education and Research, the education world 
communicates with the business world. Not directly through job recruiting, but in a moment that precedes it 
and that uses some of the most important resources: the knowledge of one’s own merit and value, the 
confidence in future potential, the 
courage to “be”, making a well-
thought-out choice. Paying special 
attention to women, not for 
courtesy, but because it is due. 
 
“The Founder of Collegio Nuovo, 
Sandra Bruni Mattei, an industrial 
entrepreneur, would certainly have 
been proud of this meeting with 
women in the world of industrial 
business, a world that for many 
years had been her own.” This 
opening statement by Bruna Bruni, 
President of the Sandra and Enea 
Mattei Foundation that 
encompasses the Collegio Nuovo 
under the leadership of Paola 
Bernardi ever since its opening in 1978. 
Three years later, in 1981 - as Maria Cristina Bombelli expert in management diversity and president of Wise 
Growth, highlights - the number of women exceed that of men in the school system in Italy. Yet - even more 
than 30 years later, as data shows, Italy still hilds its 74th position in the Global Gender Gap Index Report, 
there is still a long road ahead of us. Especially if we think that, in fact, we can see an inversion of 
tendencies in the social setting of families, where women start to achieve higher academic titles compared to 
that of their male partners and to build with them, a different type of family, and therefore a different society. 
It is also true that some of the most evident discriminations seem to have been overcome now, compared to 
when, exactly 50 years ago, the Aidda (Italian Business women Association) was founded.  

Moreover, today, in 
a globalised world, 
as the enthusiastic 
national AIDDA 
President Franca 
Audisio Rangoni 
highlighted, there is 
a greater female 
awareness and 
more possibilities to 
have new role 
models for young 
women.  
Even Cristina 
Molinari, President 
of Pari o Dispare, 
an association of 
women (and men) 
in which Emma 
Bonino is the 

Honourary 
President (Molinari 
had been her 
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consultant when Bonino, current Vice President of the Italian Senate, was EU Minister), warns: “Be careful 
with politically correct behaviours”, convinced as she is that in Italy women are born “equal”, in rights and 
opportunities on paper, to then grow “unequal” in reality. 
Passionate and empathic, maybe more than ever to defend those opportunities to which Franca Audisio 
Rangoni looks to with pragmatic confidence (“Colleges like these are difficult to imitate and find”), Cristina 
Molinari insists: “ You are smart, but you lack the brutal experience of the job world. We took on feminism 
and we knew that we were discriminated, you don’t. When I speak to young women, they are outraged by 
animals going extinct, but not by the lack of female leaders in the workforce!” 
 
Speaking about her professional experience, she mentions as her only failure that of her experience as 
Director of Gender Balance in a business company: she was not able to succeed in increasing the number of 
female professionals also as a result of a kind of “complicity” between those discriminated and those who 
discriminate - in other words, it deals with the phenomenon of female self-exclusion on which Cristina 
Bombelli has worked so much, even as a Business counsellor at Cisco, a company awarded the recognition 
of “Great Place to Work” and represented in the congress in Pavia by Vanessa Giusti. 
 
How can we motivate women? Especially because they avoid to describe themselves as smart, and usually 
say that their successes – and failures – are due to luck, not much is needed to reward them: “Good job, you 
have a fundamental role, you deserve a prize”, but – stay alert – “they won’t let you get to the top”, hints 
Molinari. Additionally, since they tend, let’s put it simply, towards a “responsibility ethic” rather than “getting 
the result ethic”, women seem to prefer not to getting their hands dirty with money, choosing therefore 
weaker professional paths, without reflecting on the fact that being in a position of power allows opportunities 
to create value and have an impact on ethics: “taking care of Administration Boards can be as ethical as 
taking care of lost children!” says Bombelli. 

 
How can you teach a “pink” talent 
to take a chance? Firstly we have 
to warn women to look for 
chances in those good companies 
where they have clear policies 
and support meritocracy, not only 
for social equity but also for 
“business reasons”. Vodafone - 
one of the founding subjects of 
Valore D [Women’s Value], a 
network of enterprises engaged in 
female advancement in the 
workforce represented on this 
occasion by Maria Grazia Bizzarri 
- is well aware that the politics of 
“diversity & inclusion” is 

fundamental to businesses that want to be competitive and therefore also innovative. Even a leading banking 
group like Intesa San Paolo, member of Valore D and represented at the congress by Roberta Milani, 
Alumna of the College, is a strong believer and supporter of the “pink wave” that is marking the world of 
finance. 
In an economic management which seems to necessitate a redirection towards sustainability rather than 
risk-oriented behaviours, the relational competences of women, their ability to decide based on the sharing 
rather than imposing a command constitute… decisive assets.  
Still, however, how do we sensitize new “pink” talents? By giving them new models, not to imitate, but to 
open other possible scenarios. It seems in fact that the day has come when Paola Giannelli, called “pink 
quota” during her participation in her company’s board meetings, receives a doll from her daughter because 
she too has to attend a “conference” and her doll needs to be babysat! Maybe the day has not yet come 
when her daughter gives her doll to her father for the same purpose, but something in this context is 
nonetheless changing, as testified by many of the women who came to stand in front of the Collegio Nuovo 
audience and gave assurance of being able to count on the solidarity of their partner and on the sharing of 
the principles and burdens that follow. 
 
For example, when Giovanna Voltolina accepted to be the Advisor for Professional Women’s Association, 
she could count on her husband’s support. Along with undertaking this great task, she was able to reflect on 
the steps of her career and reinterpret them: as the only female component of a Private Equity fund — “but I 
never saw it with negativity” — she understood that five years of her obsession with “hard skills” to learn and 
do her work, buy businesses, were not adding value to her job performance. It was necessary to undertake 
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an individual training model to understand the human dimension of her work. Three months of technical 
evaluation and a only one day’s work to choose a new MD had to be reviewed, even with her decision to 
introduce an HR committee in the evaluation of candidates. With this new outlook, her contribution as 
advisor has certainly been most valuable in the creation of a list of Ready for Board Women, that has laid out 
the bases of the Golfo-Mosca bipartisan bill proposal for the introduction of “pink quotas” in Administration 
Boards, supported by the President of the Bellisario Foundation, Lella Golfo. If in the Eighties, a woman like 
Marisa Bellisario was able to impose new rules in the time management of AB meetings, which also take into 
account the need to “recharge”, there is some hope that there may be new leadership styles that along with 
competence, hard skills, determination take into account, without awkwardness and gender guilt complex, 
also charm and empathy.  
 

It is likely that 
something will really 
change. In the future 
these changes will be 
testified by “Great 
Places to Study” such 
as Collegio Nuovo, 
along with prominent 
women awarded by 
the Bellisario 
Foundation, or new 
business leaders in 
Aidda — hopefully 
before their 100th 
anniversary— or in 
companies of Valore 
D, and even men and 
women that don’t link 
diversity to inequality. 
Maybe we find 
ourselves in front of 
one of a few cases in 
which the success of 
these institutions, 
networks and 
initiatives is measured 
by their extinction, 
because as Bombelli 

sees it, if it is true that, even today, we are still in need of an education focused on women, “we cannot base 
it on a routine” and pursue female politics just to follow a trend. Having therefore the courage to disappear, to 
then reorient towards new goals and targets.  
New goals and targets will also be pointed out by the College’s Alumnae that have intervened at the end, 
starting with the President of the Alumnae Association Paola Lanati, who always proved to be able to 
reinvent herself both in her studies as well as in her professional life: after years as a marketing manager in 
different companies she has decided to open her own enterprise where one of her friends from the Collegio, 
who has also changed her professional path, now works. 
The new difficulties that we will have to face (because knowing how to face adversities makes the difference 
in a path to growing) will be pointed out by Alumnae like Barbara De Muro, lawyer and Collegio Nuovo’s AB 
member, her career started out with an internship in which she only had a rag to dust….and she ended up as 
the first woman in the legal office’s staff. And, even, Alumnae like Anna Lanzani, globetrotter of marketing, 
especially in markets emerging in the “Far East”, will be able to indicate which new frontiers and worlds will 
open in the future.  
All Alumnae, these above mentioned, along with many others, and the College itself which has always been 
led by a firm believer of the importance of women such as the Principal, have continued to create 
opportunities for growing in a mutual empowerment process. 

 
Saskia Avalle – Academic and Cultural Coordinator, Collegio Nuovo 

Translation by Alice Apollinari – Collegio Nuovo Student 

 
Collegio Nuovo’s Alumnae (above: right-to-left: Roberta Milani, Paola Lanati, Barbara De 
Muro, Anna Lanzani); (below) today’s students… 


